
The Statue and the Stone
Daniel 2:31-45
Dr. Jace Cloud, Lead Pastor

1) The Text

 The Statue 

  Gold — Neo-Babylon

  Silver — Medo-Persia

  Bronze — Greece

  Iron — Rome

  Iron/Clay — Future Rome

 The Stone
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2) Today’s Application

3) Weekday Application Questions

EQUIP— In King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, what was each layer of 
the statue made of, and what kingdom does each layer represent? 
What happened to the statue when the stone struck it? Who is 
the stone? When will that event take place? How do Daniel 7 and 
Revelation 17:12-14 parallel with Daniel 2?

ENGAGE — When it appears that the world is spiraling out of 
control, how could you use Daniel 2 as an encouragement to 
people who might struggle to trust the LORD?

EXALT—How is God portrayed in Daniel 2 regarding His sovereign 
control over those who seem to be “in control” of the world? How 
does understanding God's plan for the future impact our faith and 
life choices in the present?

Here is your “One Thing” for this week: In times of uncertainty 
regarding world events, remember: God is in control of who is in 
control! Seek the Stone (Matthew 6:10)!
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